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Geometry Word Definitions from our library is free resource for public. our library ebooks collection delivers
complete access to the largest collection of digital publications available today.
Geometry Terms and Definitions HelpingWithMath
Geometry terms and definitions. Home > By Subject > Geometry > Geometry Terms & Definitions; To save
you having to refer to a dictionary, we’ve listed below some of the more common geometry terms and geometry
definitions to help you help with your child’s geometry homework.
Geometry | Definition of Geometry by Merriam Webster
Geometry definition is a branch of mathematics that deals with the measurement, properties, and relationships
of points, lines, angles, surfaces, and solids; broadly : the study of properties of given elements that remain
invariant under specified transformations. How to use geometry in a sentence.
Geometry | Definition of Geometry at Dictionary
Geometry definition, the branch of mathematics that deals with the deduction of the properties, measurement,
and relationships of points, lines, angles, and figures in space from their defining conditions by means of certain
assumed properties of space. See more.
Mathwords: Index for Geometry
Index for Geometry Math terminology from plane and solid geometry. This includes basic triangle trigonometry
as well as a few facts not traditionally taught in basic geometry.
Geometry words and definitions walpolefs.ss5.sharpschool
cylinder A 3 dimensional figure with two circular bases which are parallel and congruent cube pyramid prism A
solid with six congruent square faces
Geometry Definitions Learner
acute triangle. close window. An acute triangle is a triangle with all three angles less than 90°. altitude. close
window. An altitude of a triangle is a line segment connecting a vertex to the line containing the opposite side
and perpendicular to that side.
Geometry Vocabulary Definitions Flashcards | Quizlet
Geometry Vocabulary with definitions. Learn with flashcards, games, and more — for free.
Geometry dictionary definition | geometry defined

The definition of geometry is a branch of math that focuses on the measurement and relationship of lines,
angles, surfaces, solids and points. An example of geometry is the calculation of a triangle's angles.
Geometries | Definition of Geometries at Dictionary
Geometries definition, the branch of mathematics that deals with the deduction of the properties, measurement,
and relationships of points, lines, angles, and figures in space from their defining conditions by means of certain
assumed properties of space. See more.
100 Word Vocabulary List Geometry
Postulate a statement that describes a fundamental relationship between basic terms of geometry. Postulates are
accepted as true without proof. Postulates are accepted as true without proof. Theorems – a statement or
conjecture that can be proven true by given, definitions, postulates, or already proven theorems.
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